Results-based Accountability Committee
Agenda

January 10, 2022
2:00 – 3:30 p.m.

Join Zoom Meeting
Phone: 1 669 900 6833
Meeting ID: 856 2878 9977
Passcode: 54455

1. Welcome and Introductions
   • RBA Committee is an open committee and welcomes participation from anyone committed to learning and implementing the RBA framework

2. Announcements
   • Review meeting notes from December 2021 and Arlene’s comments
   • Call for Co-chair
   • PIT Count – updates
   • Present final scorecard indicators - vote
     o Timeline and next steps for the proposed scorecard
     o Example of new race/equity analysis – examples of how these analyses could look

3. Discussion of Coordinated Entry Evaluation
   • Previous CE evaluation January 2020
     i. Two Participant focus groups and interviews – 25 participants at three regional locations (Oakland, Berkeley and Hayward)
     ii. Provider process evaluation – Large and small group in person discussion with coordinated entry providers and funders
     iii. Analysis of HMIS prioritization data – demographics, subpopulations and matching
     iv. Coordinated Entry Self Assessment – Required by HUD, completed by SCC Committee
   • 2022 Coordinated Entry Evaluation Considerations
     i. Helpful resources
        1. HUD guide
        2. Strategies for evaluating and monitoring coordinated entry
     ii. Required by HUD
        1. Participant and provider feedback must be included
        2. An annual evaluation
        3. Three components to consider
           a. Compliance evaluation
              i. Self assessment – Completed by HCSA late 2021
           b. Effectiveness evaluation
           c. Process assessment
iii. Group to create monitoring plan – subcommittee?
iv. Goal: Coordinated Entry Evaluation Plan to be presented to HUD CoC in February

4. Agenda Input for February meeting
   • Coordinated Entry Evaluation Plan
   • Presentation of new scorecard data
   • Turn the Curve - Race/equity data monitoring